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Abstract The paper presents an application of Video Fire Analysis (VFA)
to a cable tray fire scenario, a scenario of interest to Nuclear Power Plants
(NPPs) where cables constitute a substantial part of the combustible load.
Five horizontal trays, each 2.4 m long and 0.45 m wide, are positioned with a
0.3 m spacing (in the vertical direction) and set-up against an insulated wall.
Each tray contains 49 power PVC cables of 13 mm outer diameter. Ignition
is performed with an 80 kW propane burner centrally positioned at 0.2 m
below the first (i.e. lowest) tray. Thanks to a flame detection algorithm, the
VFA technique allows a reconstruction of the heat release rate (HRR) profile
based on the estimated temporal evolution of flame and extinction fronts at
the level of each tray. The obtained profile is generally in good agreement
with the HRR measurements (from oxygen depletion calorimetry). However,
the time to reach the peak HRR is overestimated by approximately 100 s
and the peak HRR of 3 MW is underestimated by 17%. These results are
nevertheless encouraging because they provide confidence in the flame spread
measurements (which are estimated for the case at hand between 2 and 5
mm/s). Therefore, a systematic application of VFA to real-scale experiments
is believed to generate a valuable set of data (e.g. flame spread rates) for the
development of simplified modelling.
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1 Introduction

Fire analysis efforts in Nuclear Power Plants (NPPs) have particularly focused
on cable trays because they constitute a substantial part of the combustible
load in NPPs. These efforts have resulted in a large set of experimental data
that allowed the development of models with several degrees of complexity.
However, there is still no consensus on the best approach for the prediction
of the heat release rate (HRR) from a stack of cable trays. The methodology
suggested in [2,3] for the HRR prediction from a stack of horizontal cable trays,
and referred to as the FLASH-CAT model, addresses an overall description
of the fire development in the framework of a simplified modelling approach
(in comparison for instance to the Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)
technique). The FLASH-CAT model assumes that, for an ignition below the
centre of the lowest tray, the fire produces a V-shaped pattern with a given
constant angle and spreads laterally at a constant rate. It is stated nevertheless
in [3] that it is difficult to measure experimentally the spreading rate and that
there is not enough new data to suggest that the horizontal spread rates used in
the simplified approach are inappropriate. The work presented in this paper
seeks to fill this gap by applying the Video Fire Analysis (VFA) technique
described in [4] to the case of five horizontal trays. The temporal evolutions of
flame and extinction fronts are tracked at the level of each tray and estimates of
the HRR, flame spread rates and fire development pattern (e.g., flame spread
angle) are produced.

2 Description of the fire scenario

The experimental test considered in this work has been performed by the
French institute IRSN (Institut de Radioprotection et de Sûreté Nucléaire) in
the context of two large international collaborative research projects, called
PRISME and PRISME 2 [5,6]. The burning behaviour of cable trays in open
atmosphere conditions is characterized in [7]. The test considered here is called
CFSS1.
The fire source, as shown in Fig. 1, is composed of five horizontal trays 2.4 m
long and 0.45 m wide, with a 0.3 m spacing. The trays are set-up against an
insulated side wall. Each tray contains 49 power PVC cables of 13 mm outer
diameter provided by one of the PRISME partners, the technical research
center of Finland (VTT). Each cable is composed of: (1) a metallic material
with a linear mass of 85 g/m, (2) a sheath layer with a linear mass of 85
g/m, (3) a filler layer with a linear mass of 35 g/m, and (4) an insulation
layer of 30 g/m. Chemical analyses have identified mainly three elements in
the composition of each cable: PV C, CaCO3 and phthalates. The ignition
source is a sand burner of 0.3 × 0.3 m2 located 0.2 m below the first tray at
the centre. The gas burner supplied with propane delivers a fire power of 80
kW. The supply is stopped when the total HRR reaches 400 kW. This time is
considered as the ignition time of the cable trays. In other words, it is the time
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Fig. 1 The five horizontal cable tray device used for the CFSS fire tests

after which self-sustained burning occurs. For the considered test, the ignition
time is 80 s.

3 Application of the VFA technique: Flame spread monitoring and
HRR profile reconstruction

Video Fire Analysis (VFA) consists of analyzing video camera footages from
a fire scene using image processing techniques [4]. The main objective in the
development of the VFA technique is to provide a reliable fire sensing tool
for fire detection [8] and fire scene analysis. If such analysis is performed fast
enough, real-time predictions of the fire development [9–11] can be produced
to help the decision making process for example for firefighting or evacuation
[12].

In this paper, the primary objective is to demonstrate that, thanks to
a Flame Detection Algorithm (FDA), reliable data for flame spread could be
obtained and used later in simplified modelling of cable tray fire. The reliability
of the flame spread data is assessed by comparing a reconstructed HRR (from
such data) to the HRR measured by oxygen calorimetry.

3.1 Flame front and extinction front measurements

The flame detection algorithm developed in [4] has been applied to track the
temporal evolution of the flame front, rf , and extinction front, rex, at the level
of each tray, i, as shown in Fig. 2. The trays are numbered from bottom up.
The measurements are explained in Fig. 3 and displayed in Figs. 4 and 5.

Figure 4 shows, in the initial stages of the fire (between 40 and 80 s), a very
sharp increase in the location of the flame front up to rf = 400 mm, which is
due to the fire plume generated by the burner of 300 mm × 300 mm. After
approximately 120 s, the flame front is observed to increase at lower rates.
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Fig. 2 Illustration of the flame detection algorithm used in the VFA performed in this
work. The top images are extracted video images. The bottom ones are processed using the
FDA

Fig. 3 Time sequence of video images and illustration of the FDA measurements (The
variable rf5 denotes the flame front at the level of the fifth tray. The variables rf1 and rex1
denote respectively the flame front and extinction front at the level of the first tray )
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Fig. 4 Measured temporal evolution of the flame front at the level of each tray

Flame spread at the level of trays 1 and 2 is clearly lower than for the group of
trays 3 to 5. A more detailed discussion on the spread rates will be provided
further in a separate section. The flame front reaches the end of all the trays
at approximately 400 s, which is the expected time for the occurrence of the
HRR peak, since the full combustible load area is burning. One can clearly see
that the flame front position may exceed the tray half length. This is due to
the high flow rates of pyrolized fuel that is partially transported up to certain
radial distance from the sides of the trays. The slight decrease in the flame
front positions after 400 s is due to a decrease in the flow rates of pyrolized
fuel and the induced change in the flame shape. The sharp decrease (after a
slight decrease in the flame front position) is attributed to the fact that the
extinction front reaches the flame front.

Figure 5 shows some noise in the measured profile of the temporal evolution
of the extinction front. For example, the extinction front measured between
0 and 200 s can be attributed to holes in the flame envelope (indicated with
a circle in the bottom left picture of Fig.2). A persistent extinction front
is recorded first at the level of the 5th tray at approximately 500 s. The
extinction front reached the tray end for trays 2 to 5 between 800 and 900 s.
Full extinction at the level of the first tray occurred only around 500 s later.
This can be explained by the lower spread rate for the first tray.
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Fig. 5 Measured temporal evolution of the extinction front at the level of each tray

3.2 HRR reconstruction

The fire HRR is estimated as follows:

Q̇f (t) =

n∑
i=1

2 [rf,i (t) − rex,i (t)]A
′

cbl Q̇
′′

f (1)

where t is the time, n the number of trays, A
′

cbl the cable burning area

per unit length [m2/m] and Q̇
′′

f is the Heat Release Rate per Unit Area
(HRRPUA), which is assumed to be constant. The coefficient 2 refers to the
fact that measurements were performed on only one half of the trays. Flame
spread is assumed to be symmetric. This was not a premeditated choice but
rather a constraint due to the positioning of the camera that did not allow a
clear monitoring over the full length of the trays.

Cables are arranged loosely along the trays. Therefore, it is assumed that
all the cable surface per unit length may burn at the same time. So, the cable
burning area per unit length is calculated as:

A
′

cbl = ncbl/trayπdcbl (2)

where ncbl/tray is the number of cables per tray (49 in this case) and dcbl the
cable diameter (dcbl = 13mm).
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Fig. 6 HRRPUA from standard cone calorimeter experiments at 50 and 60 kW/m2 heat
flux (data taken from [13] and recalculated based on an exposed area computed from Eq.(3))

In Eqs.(1) and (2), it is assumed that the burning is two dimensional and
that the burning area can be estimated by multiplying the cumulative perime-
ter of all the cables by the burning length.

The remaining unknown in Eq. (1) is the HRRPUA, Q̇
′′

f . It is estimated
by performing small-scale cone calorimetry measurements under a a constant
external heat flux, Q̇

′′

E . The HRRPUA is calculated then by dividing the HRR
by the exposed area. The exposed area is typically taken as the area of the
sample holder (88.4 cm2). However, in order to be consistent with Eq. (2), the
exposed area of the cables in the cone sample is calculated here as:

Asample = nsample
πdcbl

2
Lsample (3)

where nsample is the number of cables placed in the sample holder (in this
case nsample = 7) and Lsample the length of each cable, taken as Lsample =
0.1m. Note that, contrary to Eq.(2) for the full-scale, only half of the ca-
ble circumference of the cables is exposed (and thus considered) in the cone
calorimetry tests.

The cone calorimetry results displayed in Fig. 6 show a good repeatabil-
ity for the 50 kW/m2 tests and an average HRRPUA of 100 kW/m2 at the
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Fig. 7 Measured (using oxygen depletion calorimetry) and predicted (using VFA) HRR
profiles

steady-state stage.

Figure 7 shows an overall good agreement between the reconstructed HRR
profile based on Eq. (1) in conjunction with the flame spread measurements
(using VFA) and the measured profile (using oxygen depletion calorimetry).
As expected from the flame front measurements, the time to reach the peak
HRR is overestimated by approximately 100 s. Furthermore, the peak HRR is
underestimated by approximately 17%.

3.3 Discussion on flame spread

Spread rates The flame front results displayed in Fig. 8 show that flame spread
rates vary between 2 and 5 mm/s. Furthermore, there are two distinct flame
spread rates. Flame spread at the level of trays 1 and 2 occurs at an average
rate of 2.35 mm/s. The average rate for trays 3, 4 and 5 is significantly higher,
vf = 4.68 mm/s. This could be explained as the following. For the higher
trays, radiation comes from all sides, whereas for the lower trays it comes
rather essentially form the top. Furthermore, it is well known that the width
of a smoke plume increases with height, which enhances the convective heat
transfer for the higher trays and results in a larger surface area for flame
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Fig. 8 Measured temporal evolution of flame front at the level of each tray between 90 and
300 s and corresponding estimated flame spread rates

impingement. Cables of the upper trays are more pre-heated than the ones of
the lower trays, which results in higher spread rates.

Flame spread angle Figure 9 shows that flame spread could be further char-
acterized by estimating the angle of the V-shaped pattern produced in the
configuration of interest. An analysis of the flame front positioning at three
instants during the fire stage shows that the obtained pattern is not readily
characterized by a V-shape. However, if one assumes that it is the case and
performs a linear regression (as shown in Fig. 9), the angle θ can be estimated
to be within a range of 13◦ to 21◦.

4 Conclusions

The work presented in this paper showed a detailed application of Video Fire
Analysis (VFA) to a cable fire spread (CFS) scenario investigated experimen-
tally in the framework of a large international collaborative research project,
namely the PRISME 2 project. Thanks to a flame detection algorithm, im-
portant information was obtained on the flame spread process for a stack of
five horizontal trays. The information consists primarily of the temporal evo-
lution of flame front and extinction front at the level of each tray. It has been
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Fig. 9 Estimated flame spread angle from flame front measurements at different instants
during the fire growth stage (the variable rf1 denotes the flame front at the level of the first
tray)

shown that by processing further this data, one can obtain additional infor-
mation such as: (1) the temporal evolution of the HRR profile, (2) lateral
flame spread rates, and (3) the flame spread pattern (e.g., V-shape and corre-
sponding angle). A good agreement was obtained between the reconstructed
HRR profile and the profile measured by oxygen depletion calorimetry. The
VFA technique is shown thus (thanks to the good HRR prediction) to provide
valuable and reliable lateral flame spread data in the case of cable tray fires.
The latter remain very scarce in the literature. The measurements performed
in this work show that the flame spread rate can be assumed to be constant
as suggested in earlier studies. However, it has been found that there was a
distinct difference in the rates between the trays. For instance, for the case at
hand, the spread rate in trays 1 and 2 (lowest positions) is similar but sig-
nificantly lower than the average velocity for the remaining top three trays.
Further investigation on the flame front positioning at the level of each tray
at several instants during the fire growth stage showed that the V-shaped pat-
tern cannot be readily characterized by a constant angle. If the constant angle
assumption is adhered anyway, the value varies between 13◦ and 21◦ for the
case at hand.

In a nutshell, the application of VFA to real-scale experiments is shown here
to generate a valuable set of data (e.g. flame spread rates) for the development
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of simplified modelling that allows the prediction of the HRR from a stack of
cable trays.
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